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*****.Parallel worlds. Angst-ridden assassins. And rodeo bull
riding? This collection of short stories by Jamie Marchant covers
the fantasy genre from deadly serious to ridiculous. When a
blood curse threatens his daughter, a former assassin must
break his vow never to kill again. The stakes are even higher
when his victim turns out to be the king. A werewolf begs a
college secretary who doesn t know she s a shaman to save her
toddler from being trapped in her were form. She is reduced to
singing nursery rhymes to rescue the child from her own
stubbornness--despite the fact that she sounds like a wounded
cow. A witch from a parallel world wakes up in the body of a
rodeo bull rider s body. She s forced to adapt to being a man in
a world filled with technology instead of magic. And more. The
collection ends with an excerpt from Marchant s epic fantasy
novel, The Goddess s Choice. If you love fantasy from urban to
high, this collection has something for you.
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Reviews
This is the finest book i have got study till now. It usually does not price a lot of. I found out this publication from my i
and dad encouraged this book to understand.
-- Ja mil Collins
Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to
gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i
have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- B r ia n B a uch
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